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From the Director’s Desk
We recently surveyed ASD parents to see what qualities they
would like to see developed
more in their children. I personally thought parents may
select Critical Thinking, Leadership Skills, or Independence.
These qualities were highly
ranked, but not the #1 choice.
The answer choice selected by
parents: CREATIVITY!
Creativity is an interesting quality, as it is not necessarily
taught as much as children’s
natural creativity is discouraged. Many schools teach children that there is one correct
way of doing something or they
do not
provide a
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by Michael Breece

safe environment in which children can feel free to express
themselves and instead try to
fit in with the status quo.
At ASD, we aim to provide our
students with a number of
ways to express their creativity,
in their academic classes, their
elective classes, and in after
school activities. One after
school activity offered each
year is Fashion Design. In
this activity, led by Ms.
Mildred and Ms. Naomi,
students design and actually create their own clothing. This is an incredible
opportunity for our students to not only express
themselves creatively, but
also to develop design and

sewing skills.
On Friday, June 7, beginning at
6:00pm, the students who participated in the Fashion Design
activity will be showcasing
their designs. Just after this
event, visitors will be invited
to an exhibition of our students’ artwork in the MPR.
Join us in celebrating our students’ creativity!

Mark Your Calendar
MAP Testing

June 3-7

8th Grade Ceremony

June 6

PTA Bake Sale & School Store

June 7

Fashion Show &
Art Exhibition

June 7
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Counselor’s Corner
This week, 8th grade
students completed one
of their final high school
transition activities:
shadowing the 9th grade
class schedule for a day.
During 1st period, 8th
graders worked alongside 9th graders in Physical Science. In 2nd period, they attended
French class with the 9th
and 10th graders, where
they were grouped by
proficiency level. In 3rd
period, they worked
with the 9th graders on
a multimedia project in
Digital Publications. In
their 4th period class,
Geometry, 8th graders
were placed into groups
and then taught geometrical concepts to the rest
of the class. In 5th period, 8th graders enjoyed
working alongside the
9th graders to finish
their final projects in
World Geography. During 6th period, Ms. Bertram’s Health class, the
8th graders (along with
many high school students) practiced their
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CPR techniques. Finally, in
7th period, 8th graders
joined the 9th graders in
English class.
Throughout the day, as I
checked in on classes, 8th
graders expressed their
thoughts about their shadowing experiences. Some
students were a bit surprised by the heightened
level of personal responsibility that teachers expected, while others said
they felt fully prepared for
the next chapter of their
academic career. Hopefully,
the shadowing experience
benefited all students and
they have a better understanding of what awaits
them in August.
Another 8th grade transition activity that took place
last week and this week
was individual meetings. In
high school, I have individual meeting cycles for each
grade level. In the
meetings, we discuss academic progress and challenges, university/career
exploration and plans, and
any social/emotional chal-

by Nika Bowens
lenges students are experiencing. In our 8th grade
meetings, I encouraged students to thoughtfully consider their academic successes,
challenges and goals, and to
take ownership of their university and career exploration. Lastly, we discussed
stressors, coping skills and
self-care strategies.
Next week, we celebrate the
8th graders’ end of middle
school with the 8th grade
Moving On ceremony. The
ceremony takes place on
Thursday, June 6th at 2:00
pm in the MPR. We encourage all 8th grade parents to
attend!
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Senior Feature: Ashley
Name: Ashley
Years you’ve been at
ASD: 4 years
Favorite memory of
ASD: WAISAL tournaments
Favorite teacher:
Mr. Elive
What do you love
most about ASD:
The multicultural environment

College/University
attending:
Temple University
Intended Major:
Public Health

Where do you see
yourself in 5 years:
I see myself in my second year of medical
school somewhere in
the US.

What advice would
you give younger students:
It is very important to
plan ahead of time
and take your APs and
standardized tests seriously. If you are trying to apply in the US
or Canada, these are
important factors your
university will look at.
Also, don’t forget to
have fun and make as
many memories as
possible.
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Senior Feature: Josue
My name is Josue, and I have been at ASD for 15 years. My favorite
memory of ASD is the house color activities we had back when I was in seventh grade. Those house color activities created school spirit throughout ASD in different ways. For example, because of the competitiveness
of the sports matches during that year, it led our high school basketball team and high school soccer team to
have more matches with neighboring schools, including Dominic Savio. It was also because of this competitiveness that our school organized pep rallies to cheer on our teams before a game, and I remember how
packed the gymnasium and benches would be on those days. What I liked the most about it was that our
school was united. Almost like one big family.
When it comes to the teachers, there are so many teachers that helped me become the person that I am today. The teachers (that are currently at ASD) who impacted me the most are Ms. Mildred Bah Tanwi and Mr.
Elive. When I was a kid, I was shy and I was a slow-learner. I usually fell behind my classmates and I wasn’t
fluent in English. Ms. Mildred had been my tutor when I was in second grade, and with her help I managed to
overcome these difficulties and catch up to my classmates and eventually exceeded some of them. At home,
she had been my tutor, but at school she was like a mother to me. I remember how she would get upset
whenever I got in trouble, and would always be ready to lend me a hand. Then there was Mr. Elive. Mr. Elive
is the father figure of ASD. Whenever he called my parents to tell them that I hadn’t done an assignment, I
always freaked out. But in the end, Mr. Elive is one of the best teachers a student can ask for. Back in sixth
grade, I didn’t like math and was terrible at it, but thanks to Mr. Elive I can now say that I am much better at
it.

What I love the most about ASD is the diversity of the school. It shows that wherever we come from, we can
all have the same school spirit and have a good share of ideas. In five years, I will be graduating with a master’s degree in Game Design. My advice to the younger ones is to never think of something as defeat. Every
time that you fall think of it as an experience that will make you better. As Nelson Mandela once said, “I never lose. I either win or learn.”
Now, it’s time for me to start the next chapter of my learning experience and look forward to new things.
Even though times may have been hard at ASD, I’m thankful for the people that I know because of it.

It’s been good, ASD. So long.
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Eid Al Fitr
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By Assil

Eid al-Fitr, also called the
"Festival of Breaking the
Fast", is an important religious holiday celebrated
by Muslims worldwide
that marks the end of
Ramadan, the Islamic holy
month of fasting. This religious Eid is the first day in
the month of Shawwal.
And is the only day during
which Muslims are not
permitted to fast. The
holiday celebrates the
conclusion of the 29 or 30
days of dawn-to-sunset
fasting during the entire
month of Ramadan.

8th Grade Moving on Ceremony
The 8th grade moving on
ceremony will be happening on June 6th, 2019 in
the MPR Room. This event
occurs annually. This year,
the current 8th graders
will have 3 speakers
(Romane, Maily, and Lindsey) talk about their
school experience
throughout the years and
how they feel about moving into this new stage of
life. They will also have a
slide show showing some
of their best memories.

There will be a cake and
drinks to celebrate the
event. Students, teachers
and parents will be attending the ceremony.

By: William
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